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Video caption: Lookahead 2021: What's going on in the world of science? Lookahead 2021: What is happening in the world of science? The BBC's global science correspondent Rebecca Morelle looks at what's to come in the next year. By Paul RinconScience journalist, BBC News website Paul RinconScience editor, BBC News website Jonathan AmosBBC
Science CorrespondentVideo caption: How Nasa's Perseverance rover lands on MarsHow Nasa's Perseverance Rover lands on MarsNasa releases an animation showing how its Perseverance robot lands on Mars in February.By Paul RinconScience editor, BBC News website Justin HarperBusiness editor, BBC NewsBy Jonathan AmosBBC Science
CorrespondentBy Paul RinconScience , BBC News website Jonathan ABBC Science CorrespondentVideo : The first privately owned spacecraft to successfully deliver astronauts to the ISSFirst privately owned spacecraft successfully delivers astronauts isscommander Mike Hopkins said his team had an amazing ride on the privately owned spacecraft. By
Jonathan AmosBBC Science CorrespondentVideo caption: Nasa SpaceX launch: Rocket blasts off to the International Space StationNasa SpaceX launch: Rocket blasts to the International Space StationSe is the second time Elon Musk's company SpaceX has been part of a Nasa mission. Jonathan AmosBBC Science Correspondent By Paul RinconScience
editor, BBC News websiteVideo caption: How critical is the weather for SpaceX's launch? How critical is the weather for spaceX launch? Nasa and SpaceX were scheduled to send astronauts to the ISS on Saturday, but the weather has changed their plans. Video caption: Nasa's rocket engine is a trial-poweredNasa rocket engine is a trial-powered Paul
RinconScience editor, BBC News websiteVideo captionVideo caption: How water is used to cool rocket exhaustHow water is used to cool rocket exhaust gases Settings X Jonathan AmosScience's correspondent photography text The giant SLS nuclear phase from Michoud to Stennis in January Is felt even in space Rising infection rates near key technical
centers in Louisiana and Mississippi mean that the U.S. space agency is suspending production and testing of its Moon rocket and capsule systems. The Trump administration had placed 2024 on its first crew mission on the moon's surface in 50 years - an already challenging target. That date looks even more optimistic now. Nasa said it had no choice but
to abort the rocket, called the Space Launch System, and the capsule, known as Orion.The Stennis Space Center in Mississippi has had one confirmed infection among its staff, and although there has not yet been a CASE of COVID-19 at the Michoud Assembly facility in Louisiana - an increase in infection rates on both skins communities means that closure
is the only sensible option. Jim Bridenstine, NASA's administrator, said staff were now moving to put the equipment in a safe condition. We understand that Nasa's missions will be affected, but as our teams, to analyze the overall picture and reduce risk, we understand that our top priority is the health and safety of Nasa's workforce, he added. Image caption
Work will also be suspended in orion's crew capsuleEngineers had moved the first nuclear phase of SLS from Michoud to Stenns to test, after which the plan was to take it to the Kennedy Space Center in Florida for an unsent test flight. There was a launch early next year. This mission, called Artemis 1, would be followed by a crew mission around the Moon,
before the first planned landing, Artemis 3, in 2024.Nasa has launched teleworking throughout its organization, but the design work continues on several very important missions. The key is the new Mars ROVER, Perseverance. This is a tough deadline for a robot. As attempts are made to make trips to Earth and Mars only when the planets are favorably
aligned, the Rover project will crash into 2022 if it misses the summer flight window. Europe has already been forced into this position. That Rosalind Franklin rover mission is 26 months away. The European Space Agency robot, which is a joint venture with Russia, was already struggling with its launch date due to a difficult development schedule. But these
difficulties were further hampered by the inability of engineering teams to move freely.Image caption Perseverance Rover is being prepared for launch at Kennedy's Cosmonaut redirects here Other uses include astronauts (ym.) and Cosmonaut (et al. A person commanding, piloting or operating a spacecraft as a crew member of NASA astronaut Bruce
McCandless II using a manned control unit outside the Space Shuttle Challenger on shuttle mission STS-41-B in 1984. An astronaut is a person trained by the Human Spaceflight Program who commands, directs or serves as a crew member of a spacecraft. Members of the Russian or Soviet space program are called cosmonauts. Although the terms are
usually reserved for professional space travelers, they sometimes apply to anyone travelling into space, including scientists, politicians, journalists and tourists. [1] [2] It is cattle that come from nautes, a Greek sailor. [3] Until 2002, astronauts were sponsored and trained exclusively by governments, either the military or civilian space agencies. A new class of
astronauts was created on a privately funded SpaceShipOne suborbital flight in 2004: a commercial astronaut. Definition In Alan Shepard Freedom 7 (1961), the criteria for human spaceflight vary, and some focus on the atmosphere being so thin that centrifugal force, rather than aerodynamic power, plays a significant role in the weight of a flight object.
Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI) sports code for astronauts only identifies crossing the Kármán line at an altitude of 100 km (62 mi). [4] In the United States, professional, military and commercial astronauts travelling at altitudes exceeding 80 km[5] are granted astronaut wings. As of November 17, 2016[update], a total of 552 people from 36
countries have reached 100 km (62 mi) or more at altitudes, 549 of which reached low Earth orbit or since. [6] Of these, 24 people have traveled beyond low Earth orbit either to orbit the Moon, to the surface of the moon, or in one case to a loop orbiting around the Moon. [7] Three out of 24 – Jim Lovell, John Young and Eugene Cernan – did so twice. [8] As
of November 17, 2016, according to the U.S. definition, 558 people have reached space above 50 kilometers. Of the eight X-15 pilots who exceeded a height of 50 miles (80 km), only one exceeded 100 kilometers (about 62 miles). [6] Space travelers have spent more than 41,790 man days (114.5 man-years) in space, including more than 100 astronaut
days on spacewalks. [9] [10] In 2016[update], the man with the longest cumulative time in space is Gennady Padalka, who has spent 879 days in space. [11] Peggy A. Whitson holds the woman's record in space with the most time, 377 days. [12] Terminology See also: Astronaut lines and stations In 1959, when both the United States and the Soviet Union
planned but had not yet launched humans into space, NASA Administrator T. Keith Glennan and his deputy administrator, Dr. Hugh Dryden, discussed whether spacecraft crew members should be called astronaut or cosmonaut. Dryden preferred a cosmonaut on the grounds that flights would take place in the wider cosmos and wider cosmos, while the astro
prefix suggested a flight specifically to the stars. [13] Most members of nasa's space task force preferred an astronaut who survived by a common use rate as the primary American term. When the Soviet Union launched the first human into space, Yuri Gagarin in 1961, they chose a term that clings to cosmonaut. First 16 NASA astronauts, February 1963.
Back row: White, McDivitt, Young, Look, Conrad, Borman, Armstrong, Stafford, Lovell. Front row: Cooper, Grissom, Carpenter, Schirra, Glenn, Shepard, Slayton. In English-speaking countries, a professional space traveler is called an astronaut. [15] The term stems from the Greek words ástron (ἄστρον), which means star and nautes (νατη(1)), which means
sailor. The term astronaut's first known use in the modern sense was in Neil R. Jones's 1930 short story The Death's Head Meteor. The word itself had already been known; For example, in Percy Greg's 1880 book Across the Zodiac, an astronaut referred to a spacecraft. In Les Navigateurs de l'Infini (1925), by J.-H. Rosny aîné, say astronautique Used. The
word may have been inspired by aeronaut, an older term for an air passenger first applied in 1784 to balloons. The astronaut's early use in non-fiction publications is Eric Frank Russell's poem Astronaut, which appears November 1934 Bulletin of the British Interplanetary Society. [16] The first known official use of the term astronautism in the scientific
community was the establishment of the annual International Astronauts' Congress in 1950 and the establishment of the International Astronauts Association the following year. [17] NASA applies the term astronaut to all nasa spacecraft crew members en route to Earth orbit or beyond. NASA also uses the term as the title of those chosen to join its astronaut
corps. [18] Similarly, the European Space Agency uses the term astronaut for members of its astronaut corps. [19] Russia First 11 Soviet cosmonauts, July 1965. Back row, left to right: Leonov, Titov, Bykovsky, Yegorov, Popovich; Front row: Komarov, Gagarin, Tereshkova, Nikolayev, Feoktistov, Belyayev. Main article: Soviet space program See also: List of
cosmonauts According to the Convention, an astronaut employed by the Russian Federal Space Agency (or its predecessor to the Soviet Union) is called a cosmonaut in English texts. [18] The word is cosmonaut's anglicization (in Russian: космонавт Russian pronunciation: [kəsmɐˈnaft]), which works in space outside the Earth's atmosphere, a space
traveler,[20], derived from the ancient Greek words kósmos (κσμο(1),which means universe and naútēs (ναετη(1)), which means sailor. Other countries in the former Eastern Bloc use variants of the Russian word космонавт, such as Polish: cosmonaut (although an astronaut is also used in Poland, and these two words are considered synonymous). [21] The
coins of the term космонавт have been credited to Mikhail Tikhonravov (1900–1974), a pioneer of Soviet aviation (or cosmonauts). [22] [23] The first cosmonaut was Soviet Air Force pilot Yuri Gagarin, who was also the first person in space. He was involved in the first six Russian sections with Germans Tiri, Yevgeny Krunov, Andriyan Nikolayev, Pavel
Popovich and Grigoriy Nelyubov, who won the pilot cosmonaut title in January 1961. Valentina Tereshkova was the first female cosmonaut and the first and youngest woman to fly solo in space on Vostok 6 in 1963. On March 14, 1995, Norman Thagard became the first American to go into space in a Russian launcher, thus becoming the first American
cosmonaut. [27] [28] China Main article: Chinese space programme See also: List of Chinese astronauts Yǔ háng yuán (宇航员, Space universe navigation staff) used for astronauts and cosmonauts in general,[29][30] while hángtiān yuán (航天员, navigating outer space personnel) is used for Chinese astronauts. Here, hángtiān (航天) is strictly defined by
outer space navigation within the local star system, or solar system. The term tài kōng rén (太空⼈, spaceman) is often used in Hong Kong and Taiwan. [31] Some news media organizations use the term magicnaut for professional space travelers from China. [32] The word has been featured in the English dictions of Longman and Oxford, the latter describes
it as Chinese: 太空 (tàikōng, 'space') and ancient Greek: να eecτη(1) (naútēs, 'sailor'); The term became more common in 2003 when China sent its first astronaut, Yang Liwei, into space a spacecraft, Shenzhou 5. [33] This term has been used by Xinhua News Agency in the English version of the Chinese People's Daily since the arrival of China's space
program. [34] The origin of the term is unclear. It was already used by Chiew Lee Yih (趙裡昱) in May 1998 in newsgroups. [35] [36] Other terms When space travel took off, NASA and the Russian Federal Space Agency agreed to use the term spaceflight participant to separate these space travelers from professional astronauts on a mission coordinated by
the two agencies. Finnish American astronaut Timothy Kopra Although no nation other than Russia (and previously the Soviet Union), the United States and China have launched a spacecraft that has travelled by crew, several other nations have sent people into space in cooperation with one of these countries, the Soviet-led Interkosmos programme. Partly
inspired by these missions, other astronaut synonyms have come in random English-language uses. For example, the term spationaut (French: spationaute) is sometimes used to describe French space travelers, From the Latin word spatium to space, the Malay term Angkasawan (which dates back to angkasa, meaning space) was used to describe
participants in the Angkasawan program, and the Indian Space Research Organization hopes to launch a spacecraft in 2022 that would carry vyomanauts destined for the Sanskrit word योमन् (vyoman means or sky space). In Finland, NASA astronaut Timothy Kopra, a Finnish American, has sometimes been used as a decorator, from the Finnish word sisu.
[37] In the United States in 2020, astronaut status will be granted to a person according to the authorizing agency: one flying a vehicle of more than 80 kilometers to NASA or the military will be considered an astronaut (without qualification) who will fly a vehicle to the International Space Station on a mission coordinated by NASA and Roscosmos, is a
spaceflight participant flying more than 80 kilometers (80 km) in a non-NASA vehicle. The Federal Aviation Administration[38] considers a crew member to be a commercial astronaut flying to the International Space Station as part of a privately funded, dedicated commercial spaceflight with a commercial launcher dedicated to the mission ... nasa[39]
considers approved commercial and marketing activities on the space station (or in the commercial segment connected to the station) (as of 2020 no one has yet qualified for this position) as a generally accepted but unofficial term for a paying non-crew passenger flying private non-NASA or military vehicles over 80 kilometres in length shall: (as of 2020). ,
no one has yet qualify for this position) Space travel milestones Yuri Gagarin, first human (1961) Valentina Tereshkova, first woman in space (1963) Neil Armstrong, the first person to walk on the Moon (1969) Vladimír Remek, Czechoslovakia, who became the first non-American and non-Soviet cosmonaut in space (1978) Yang Liwei, the first person China
sent into space (2003) See also: Spaceflight records and space travel timeline by nationality The first man in space was Yuri Gagarin of the Soviet Union , launched on April 12, 1961 on Vostok 1 and orbiting Earth for 108 minutes. The first woman in space was Valentina Tereshkova of the Soviet Union, who was launched on 16 December 1945. Alan
Shepard became the first American and the second human in space on 5 May 1945. The first American to orbit earth was John Glenn on Friendship 7 on The 20th. The first American woman in space was the Sally Ride during the Challenger sts-7 mission on July 18. In 1992, Mae Jemison became the first African-American woman to travel in space on STS-
47. Cosmonaut Alexei Leonov was the first person to make his 18th career win. This was followed two and a half months later by astronaut Ed White, who made the first American EVA on NASA's Gemini 4 mission. [41] The first crew mission in orbit around the Moon, Apollo 8, included Hong Kong-born American William Anders, making him the first Asian-
born astronaut in 1968. Through its Intercosmos programme, the Soviet Union allowed people from other socialist (i.e. Warsaw League and other Soviet-allied) countries to fly on their missions, with the exception of the substantial participation of France and Austria in the Soyuz TM-7 and the Soyuz TM-13. One example is Czechoslovak Vladimír Remek, the
first cosmonaut from a country other than the Soviet Union or the United States, which flew into space in 1978 on a Soyuz-U rocket. Rakesh Sharma became the first Indian citizen to travel into space. He was launched by a Soyuz T-11 on July 2, 1945. On July 23, 1980, Vietnam's Pham Tuan became the first Asian in space to fly a Soyuz 37. Also in 1980,
The Cuban Arnaldo Tamayo Méndez became the first Native American and black African-born person to fly in space, and in 1983 Guion Bluford became the first African-American to fly into space. In April 1985, Taylor Wang became the first ethnic Chinese person in space. [44] [45] The first man born in Africa to fly in space was Patrick Baudry (France), in
1985. [46] In 1985, Prince Sultan Bin Salman Bin AbdulAziz Al-Saud of Saudi Arabia became the first Arab Muslim astronaut in space. In 1988, Abdul Ahad Mohmand became the first Afghan to enter space to spend nine days aboard the Mir space station. [49] After the increase in space shuttle positions, the United States began taking international
astronauts. In 1983 Ulf Merbold Merbold became the first U.S. citizen to fly a U.S. spacecraft. In 1984, Marc Garneau became the first of eight Canadian astronauts to fly in space (through 2010). In 1985, Rodolfo Neri Vela became the first Mexican-born person in space. In 1991, Helen Sharman became the first Briton to fly in space. [52] In 2002, Mark
Shuttleworth became the first African citizen to fly in space as a paying spaceflight participant. [53] In 2003, Ilan Ramon became the first Israeli to fly in space, even though he died in a return accident. On October 15, 2003, Yang Liwei became China's first astronaut on the Shenzhou 5 spacecraft. On May 30, 2020, Doug Hurley and Bob Behnken became the
first astronauts to launch on private crew ships, crew dragon. Age milestones The youngest to fly in space is Gherman Titov, who was 25 when he flew Vostok 2. (Titov was also the first person to suffer from space disease). [54] [55] The oldest person to fly in space was John Glenn, who was 77 when he was flying STS-95. [56] The 438-day milestones of
duration and distance are the longest the Russian Valeri Polyakov spent in space. [9] In 2006, the single astronaut has the highest number of space missions, a record held by both Jerry L. Ross and Franklin Chang-Diaz. The farthest distance from Earth traveled by an astronaut was 401,056 km when Jim Lovell, Jack Swigert and Fred Haise went around the
moon during the Apollo 13 emergency. [9] Civilian and non-government milestones The first civilian in space was Valentina Tereshkova[57] on Vostok 6 (she also became the first woman in space on this mission). Tereshkova was honorably elected only to the U.S. Air Force, which at the time did not accept female pilots. A month later, Joseph Albert Walker
became the first American civilian in space when his X-15 Flight 90 crossed the 100-kilometer (54-mile) mark and determined him by the international definition of spaceflight. [58] [59] Walker had joined the U.S. Army Air Force but was not a member during the flight. The first people in space who had never been in any of the Earth's armed forces were both
Konstantin Feoktistov and Boris Yegorov on Voskhod 1. The first free-space traveler from the state was Byron K. Lichtenberg, a researcher at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology who flew STS-9 in 1983. [60] In December 1990, Toyohiro Akiyama became the first paying space traveler and the first journalist in space for the Tokyo Broadcasting System,
a visit to Miri as part of an estimated $12 million (USD) contract with a Japanese TV station, although at the time Akiyam was referred to as Research Cosmonaut. [61] [62] [63] Akiyama suffered from a serious space disease during his mission which his productivity. [62] The first self-funded space tourist was Dennis Tito aboard the Russian soyuz TM-3
spacecraft on April 28. Self-sufficient passengers More information: Space travel The first person to fly The privately funded mission was Mike Melvill, who piloted SpaceShipOne's flight on a 15P suborbital journey, even though he was a test pilot employed by Scaled Composites and not an actual paying space tourist. [64] [65] Seven others have paid the
Russian Space Agency to fly into space: Dennis Tito (American): 28. From 1 April to 6 April (ISS) Mark Shuttleworth (South Africa): 25 May 2001: 25 May 2001 1.–11. Anousheh Ansari (Iranian/American): 18-29 October 2005 ( ISS) 2009 (ISS) Richard Garriott (British/American): 12-24 November 2009 1, 2009 (ISS) Training Elliot See during out-of-water
training nasa (1965) Main article: Astronaut training See also: Astronaut lines and stations The first NASA astronauts were selected for training in 1959. [66] At the beginning of the space program, military jet tester and engineering training was often cited as a prerequisite for NASA's astronaut selection, although John Glenn or Scott Carpenter (of Mercury
Seven) did not have a university degree, engineering degree or other discipline at the time of their selection. The choice was initially limited to military pilots. [67] [68] The earliest astronauts in both the United States and the United States were generally jet fighter pilots and were often test pilots. Once selected, NASA astronauts will train for 20 months in a
variety of fields, including training for extravehicular activity at a facility similar to NASA's neutral flotation laboratory. [1] [67] Astronauts in training (astronaut candidates) may also experience short periods of weightlessness (microgravity) on an aircraft called the Vomit Machine, a nickname given to a pair of modified KC-135s performing parabolic flights
(retired in 2000 and 2004 and replaced in 2005 by C-9). [66] Astronauts also need to accumulate multiple flight hours on high-performance jets. This is mostly done in a T-38 jet from Ellington Field because it is near the Johnson Space Center. Ellington Field is also where the shuttle training aircraft is maintained and developed, although most of the aircraft's
flights are conducted from Edwards Air Force Base. An astronaut in training needs to learn how to control and fly a space shuttle, and it's important that they know the International Space Station so they know what they need to do when they get there. [69] NASA candidacy requirements Unless otherwise stated, the following information is contained in
NASA's Astronaut Requirements article The candidate must be a U.S. citizen. Applicants must complete master's degrees in STEM, including engineering, biological science, physical science, computer science or mathematics. Applicants must have at least two years' work experience after completing the degree or at least 1 000 hours of aircraft pilot time.
The candidate must pass NASA's long-term flight astronaut. The candidate must also have expertise in leadership, teamwork and communication. The master's degree requirement can also be answered: Two years of work towards a doctoral thesis programme in the related fields of science, technology, engineering or mathematics. Completed a doctorate in
medicine or a doctorate in osteopathic medicine. Nationally recognised test pilot school programmes have been completed. Mission Specialist Educator Main article: Applicants for an astronaut project for an instructor must have a bachelor's degree with teaching experience, including a job at a kindergarten on 12 May. An advanced degree, such as a
master's degree or a Doctorate, is not required, but is strongly desired. [70] Mission Specialist Educators, or Educator Astronauts, were first selected in 2004, and in 2007 there are three NASA trainer astronauts: Joseph M. Acaba, Richard R. Arnold and Dorothy Metcalf-Lindenburger. [71] Barbara Morgan, who was chosen as Christa McAuliffe's background
teacher in 1985, is the media's first trainer astronaut, but she trained as a mission specialist. [73] The trainer-astronaut program is a successor to the 1980s Teacher in Space program. [74] [75] Health risks of space travel Gennady Padalka performs an ultrasound on Michael Fincke during ISS Expedition 9. See also: The impact of spaceflight on the human
body and space medicine Astronauts are prone to various health risks such as depression, barotrauma, immunodeficieuction, loss of bones and muscles, loss of vision, orthhostatic intolerance, sleep disturbances and radiation injuries. [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] Various large-scale medical studies are conducted in space through the
National Space Biomedical Research Institute (NSBRI) to address these issues. Among these is the Advanced Diagnostic Ultrasound in Microgravity Study, in which astronauts (including former ISS commanders Leroy Chiao and Gennady Padalka) perform ultrasound scans under the guidance of remote experts to diagnose and possibly treat hundreds of
diseases in space. The techniques of this study are now applied to cover professional and Olympic sports injuries, as well as ultrasound by non-knowledgeable actors in medical and high school students. Remotely controlled ultrasound is expected to be on the ground in emergency and rural care situations, where access to a trained doctor is often rare. [86]
[87] [88] In 2006, a space shuttle experiment found that Salmonella typhimurium, a bacterium that can cause food poisoning, became virulene cultured in space. [89] Recently, in 2017, bacteria were found to be more resistant to antibiotics and thrive in the near weightlessness of space. [90] Microorganisms have been found to survive in the outer A NASA-
sponsored study on December 31, 2012 reported that human spaceflight can damage the brain and accelerate the onset of Alzheimer's disease. [93] [94] [95] In October 2015, nasa's Office of the Inspector General published a report on health risks related to space research, including the human mission to Mars. [96] [97] Over the past decade, NASA flight
surgeons and scientists have seen astronaut vision problems on long-term space missions. The syndrome, known as intracinal pressure (VIIP) of visual injury, has been reported in nearly two-thirds of space scientists after a long stay on the International Space Station (ISS). [98] On November 2, 2017, scientists reported that, based on MRI scans,
significant changes in the position and structure of the brain have been observed in astronauts who have traveled in space. Astronauts who were on longer space missions were associated with larger brain changes. [99] [100] Being in space can be physiologically decoding for the body. It can affect the ozolithic organs and adaptive abilities of the central
nervous system. Zero gravity and cosmic rays can have many consequences for astronauts. [101] In October 2018, NASA-funded scientists discovered that long journeys to outer space, including travel to the planet Mars, can significantly damage astronauts' gastrointestinal tissues. Studies support previous work that such trips can significantly damage
astronauts' brains and age them prematurely. [102] Scientists reported in 2018 after discovering that the International Space Station (ISS) had five strains of Enterobacter bugandensis that are not pathogenic to humans, and that ISS microorganisms should be carefully monitored to further convince astronauts of a medically healthy environment. [103] A
study by Russian scientists published in April 2019 concluded that astronauts facing space radiation can face temporary obstacles to their memory centers. Although this does not affect their intellectual abilities, it temporarily prevents the formation of new cells in the memory centers of the brain. A study by the Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology
(MIPT) found that mice exposed to neutron and gamma radiation did not affect the intellectual abilities of rodents. [105] A 2020 study of the brains of eight Russian male cosmonauts upon their return from a long-term stay on the International Space Station showed that long-term spaceflight causes many physiological adaptations, including macro and
microstructure changes. While scientists still know little about the effects of spaceflight on brain structure, this study showed that space travel can lead to new motor skills (dextity), but also slightly weaker vision, both of which can potentially be long-lasting. It was the first one. providing clear evidence of sensorimotor neuroplasticity, which is the brain's ability
to change growth and Food and Drink Astronauts Making and Eating Burgers on the ISS, August 2007 Main article: Spacef catering An astronaut from the International Space Station requires about 830g (29 ounces) of mass of food per meal per day (including about 120g or 4.2 ounces of packing mass per meal). Together with nutritionists, space shuttle
astronauts selected menus that appealed to their individual tastes. Five months before the flight, the shuttle diet chose and analyzed the menus due to nutritional content. Foods are being tested to test how they react in a reduced gravity environment. Calorie requirements are determined using the Base Energy Expenditure Formula (BEE). On Earth, the
average American uses about 35 U.S. gallons (130 L) of water daily. On board, ISS astronauts limit water use to only about three U.S. gallons (11 L) a day. [108] Insignia NASA Astronaut lapel pin in Russia cosmonauts are awarded a pilot cosmonaut of the Russian Federation after their duties have ended, often accompanied by the Hero of the Russian
Federation Award. This follows the practice established in the Soviet Union, where cosmonauts were usually awarded the title of Soviet hero. At NASA, astronaut candidate training students get silver tussses. Once they've flown in space, they'll get a gold pin. U.S. astronauts, who also have active military status, will receive a special qualification badge,
known as an astronaut badge, after participating in spaceflight. The U.S. Air Force will also present an astronaut badge to its pilots, which have a height of more than 50 miles. Deaths Main article: List of spaceflight-related accidents and incidents § Astronaut deaths Space Mirror Memorial From 2020[upgrade], 18 astronauts (14 men and four women) have
lost their lives during four space flights. According to nationality, thirteen were Americans (one of whom was born in India), four were Russian (Soviet) and one was Israeli. In 2020 [update], eleven people (all men) have lost their lives in spaceflight training: eight Americans and three Russians. Six of these were in a jet training accident, one drowned during
water recovery training and four were caused by fires in clean oxygen environments. Astronaut David Scott left a monument consisting of a statue called Fallen Astronaut on the Surface of the Moon during his 1971 Apollo 15 mission, along with a list of the names of eight astronauts and six cosmonauts known to have died in service at the time. [109]
Standing in the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex area, the Space Mirror Memorial is operated by the Astronaut Memorial Foundation and honors the lives of men and women who died during spaceflight and in the training of U.S. space programs. In addition to 20 NASA career astronauts, the monument has the names of an X-15 test pilot, the U.S. an
officer who died training for a classed army of causes. Army. and a civilian spaceflight participant. See also Spaceflight Portal Airman Boundary of Space Cosmonautics Day J-Wear List of astronauts by name List of astronauts by year of selection List of cosmonauts List of human space flights List of humans, who have walked on the Moon A list of space
travelers by nationality List of fictited astronauts Lists of spacewalks and moonwalks Mercury 13 – 13 passive women astronauts Shirley Thomas Men of Space (1960–1968) Space fits the U.S. space exploration history in U.S. stamps U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame Women in Space Yuri's Nights ^ a b NASA (2006). Astronaut non-fiction book (PDF). National
Aeronautical and Space Administration. Archived (PDF) from the original on 26 September 2007. Retrieved 4 October 2007. ^ Marie MacKay (2005). The former astronaut is visiting the USU. Utah statesman. Archived from the original on 26 September 2008. Retrieved 4 October 2007. ^ vocabulary.com/dictionary/astronaut ^ FAI Sports Code, Section 8,
section 2.18.1 ^ Whelan, Mary (5 June 2013). The X-15 Space Propellers are now honored as astronauts. ^ a b Astronaut/cosmonaut statistics. www.worldspaceflight.com. Retrieved 17.11.2016. ^ Apollo 13 was forced to abort the intended moon landing and circled around the Moon to return its three astronauts to Earth. ^ NASA. NASA's first 100 human
space missions. Nasa. Archived from the original on 27 August 2007. Retrieved 4 October 2007. ^ a b c Ent enad ent ensnant Astronautica (2007). Astronaut statistics – as of 14 November 2008. Enthiciance astronautica. Archived from the original on 30 September 2007. Retrieved 4 October 2007. ^ NASA (2004). I'm walking into the void. Nasa. Retrieved 4
October 2007. ^ Cheng, Kenneth (March 27, 2015). It's a space record-breaker. In the New York Times. Archived from the original on April 5, 2015. Retrieved June 28, 2015. ^ NASA. Peggy A. Whitson(ft). Personal data. National Aeronautical and Space Administration. Archived from the original on 9 May 2008. Retrieved 13 May 2008. ^ Paul Dickson
(2009). Space age dictionary. JHU Press. p. 27. ISBN 9780801895043. ^ Dethloff, Henry C. (1993). Chapter 2: Commitment to space. Suddenly tomorrow came... History of the Johnson Space Center. National Aeronautical and Space Administration. p. 23-24. ISBN 978-1502753588. ^ TheSpaceRace.com – The terminology vocabulary of space exploration.
Archived from the original on 5 January 2008. Retrieved 28.12.2008. ^ Ingham, John L.: Into Your Tent, Plantech (2010): page 82. ^ IAF (August 16, 2010). The history of the IAF. International Astronauts' Association. Archived from the original on 19 July 2011. Retrieved 16 August 2010. ^ a b Dismukes, Kim – NASA Biography Page Curator (December 15,
2005). Astronaut biographies. Johnson Space Center, NASA. Archived from the original on 7 March 2007. Retrieved 6 March 2007. ^ ESA (10 April 2008). European Astronaut Corps. Archived from the original on 20 December 2008. Retrieved 28.12.2008. ^ Kotlyakov, Vladimir; Komarova, Anna (2006). Elsevier Geography Dictionary: In English, Russian,
French, Spanish and German. Elsevier. p. 49. ISBN 978-0-08-048878-3. ^ Katarzyna Kłosińska, University of Warsaw (December 16, 2016). Astronaut cosmonaut. PWN. Retrieved 6 April 2019. ^ Brzezinski, Matthew (2007). The red moon rises: Sputnik and the hidden races that ignited the space age. New York: Henry Holt &amp; Co., 108. ISBN 978-0-
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